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SHUTTLE PROCESSING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (SPDMS)
NETWORK DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM
By: Charles L. Schuerger
Lockheed Space Opentioos Co.
Senior Software Engineer
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

Abstract
The ShunJe Processing D•ll• M•D•gement System U (SPDMS U) Nelwork Documentation Syuem, wn
d"lgned and implemented al Kennedy Sptce Ceoler Florid• for NASA, Lod;.heed Space Operation• Co., and
KSC line contractoN. to provide 1 muns for ne1work 1r1cklng snd co110gur1tlon. The NASA DE VAX., IBM
boJI SQL, Iotergraph MkroStatloa, and work111tlon bued dBASE JV are being usl!d lo llnk h1rdw1re,
oetwork,1ndcablereeordslnto1CAD 1yptdrawlog.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and members or the Shuttle Processing Contract team
perform the tasks necessary to prepare NASA Shuttles for space flight. For the SPC, 'proceuing' is the
word that describes the life cycle of a Shuttle mission. That life cycle begins immediately after an orbiter
returns from space, and concludes the moment the Shuttle clears the launch tower. During that life cycle,
there are literally thousands of computers used to process Information vital to the successful launch of the
Shuttle. Mqst of these computers are networked to various host systems, which generatH a logistics
nightmare for the configuration control, tracking, and planning of the premise wiring for all these
networks.
Prior to the development of the Network Documentation System at KSC, there was no single source
available for reference of premise wiring. At the same time, SPDMS was on its fourth cabling sub~
contractor. The documentation was hand drawn on copies of facility floor plans, and accessibility was
limited to the possession of 3 copies provided. Considering the magnitude of this network, ud the wide
distribution over several faclllUes and Roon, the potential risk for the loss of data integrity was great.
SPDMS in cooperation with NASA Network Documentation System (NDS), designed and Implemented the
capability of providing facility drawings electronically for documentation. In order to maintain
compatibility with the edstlng facility drawings, Intergraph MicroStation is used on the master PC
workstation, and dBASE IV is used to link network and cable records Into the CAD drawing. This
workstation Is also used to provide a means for tracking, configuration and control of SPDMS network
data.
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The design for this documentation system Includes electronic access to facility drawings, that originate on
the NASA DE VAX host computer, copied to a master PC workstation that has been established as the
authoritative source of cabling as-bullts. This workstation Is then used to provide the line contractors with
a referenced facility drawing, seed file, and Individual database tables of that facility, for them to
document In addition to the CAD type drawing, individual database records can be linked to any picture
element within the drawing, allowing for database records to be displayed, by simply seledlng an element.
For KSC-wide reference capabilities, the master PC workstation is used as a staging area, for the completed
drawings and data to be copied to the network directories on the NASA DE VAX host In addition,
through a series of conversions the drawing can also be placed on the IBM host computer. Where anyone
capable of using an IBM host session on an OS/2 work station can 'VIEW' the network drawing.

DATA BASE CONFIGURATION
DATA ELEMENT MANIPULATION
Another major problem that we were having prior to the development of this system, was the ability to
effedively identify the path from each Individual user' s CPU through each segment of the Local Area
Network (LAN) up to the host. In using a database for the storage medium, queries and reports could be
written to provide the user with this type of meaningful data.
Common Generic Fields
In order to provide the capability of complete transitional reports, the primary database tables were
designed with a generic semi-link list concept In mind. The hardware and network tables have 4 columns
that have common names (CONTROL_NO, DEVICE_NAM, DEVICE_TYP, and REFJ.,INK). Where
CONTROL_NO can take on different dennltlons based on the value of the data contained In
DEVICE_TYP or DEVICE_NAM. This allows reports to cross the boundaries between both tables, and
generate a list of every path a particular signal would take to get from the local workstation through to the
host. Or, In the reverse direction to list all nodes attached to a specific bridge, etc.
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SPDMS NETWORK DOCUMENTATION APPLICATION DESIGN
A set of dBASE IV menus and panels ,.,·ere created to provide the line contractor with a user friendly
system for data entry and report generation. This uniquely provides us with the opportunity to do in-depth
edit checking and multiple table data enlry from a single panel, redl!-cing operator errors. Also, a function
to automate the Initial creation of each facility/nenrnrk drawing, as well as, a library type 'Check-in I
Check-out' procedure to track the status of the 'in work' drawings.

MAIN MENU PANEL
The SPDMS Network Documentation application Main Menu, is used to transverse through the various
menus and panels required for initial table creation, data entry, imporUuport, database query, and
reportJ.

Main Menu
The SPDMS Network Documentation main menu Is generated on screen, through the use of a dynamic
table driven driver. Each record in the table contains the 2 character menu selection code, a menu item
description, five fields to hold optional dBASE pre-execution commands, and the name of the program to
execute.

CREATE NEW TABLES PANEL
This panel is used the user to input the data required to create/update the tables, create thl' directories, and
copy the sud files for a new facility documentation section.

Create New MicroStation Tabl~ Panel

EXPORT DRAWING AND DATA PANEL
This panel Is used to get the information needed to provide a library function 'Check Out' configuration
management tracking system, and export of the CAD drawing, along with its associated data to a floppy
disk.
This disk Is then provided to the 'Line Contractors' for import to their workstation, where the actual
network drops and cables will be overlaid on a referenced facility drawing. They also have the
responsibility of entering the data, using the 'Edit/Enter Full Screen Data' panel. This data is then linked
to its reference point, an associated picture element in the network drawing.

Export Dra.~i;;g & Data Panel

IMPORT DRAWING AND DATA PROCEDURE
On the 'Line Contractors' workstation, this function creates the directories, imports the database tables
and drawings from the floppy disk, In preparation for being worked on. On the 'Master Workstation', it
also resels the CHKOUT flag in the facility table.

FULL SCREEN NETWORK/CABLE EDIT PANEL
The purpose for the Full Screen Nelwork/Cable Edit Panel, is to provide a use friendly inte.rface for
network and cable data entry. It is a split panel, referencing 2 separate database tables (Network and
Cable), that share a primary key ofCONTROL_ NO.

Full Screen Neh\.-ork/Cable Edit Panel
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When 'F'S' Is select from the main menu, a single prompt requesting the DB_NAME of the desired network
table, Is displayed. After completing this request, the edit panel is displayed, along with the data from the
first record of both the network and cable tables.
The DEVICE_NAM, DEVICE_TYP, CABLE TYPE, CER, and USR fields will display 'Hit F5 For The
Legal Value List', when the cursor enters any of these fields. F5 activates a cursor sensitive, dynamic., table
driven Data Dictionary procedure, that displays a variable width window of legal values for that panel, and
field. After selecting an item from that list, It is automatically entered into the field and skips to the next
field.

QUERY MENU
The purpose for the query menu, Is to provide a menu selection of Individual table queries.

Query Menu

REPORT MENU
The purpose for the report menu, is to provide a menu selection of Individual reports.

Report Menu
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When 'RI" is select from the main menu, the SPDMS Network Documenlation report menu is dis11laycd.
The 'Cable' and ' Network' reports are standard browse panels for each table.

ACCESSING THE FACILITY DRAWINGS
The baseline facility drawings are in the Intergraph MicroStation DGN format, and arc located on the
NASA-DE VAX system. To overlay the network and cable information, lhesc facility drawings need to be
referenced at the Master workstation. To access these drawings, we log on to a TCP/Ir server, and then do
an 'FTP' to the DE VAX system, to transfer the drawing files to/from the NASA computers.

CREATING A NETWORK DRAWING
At the SPDMS Network Documentation main menu, select the 'CT) Create New Tables' option and enter
the building, database name, CAO directory path, and Drawing name. At the completion of this func!ion,
all of the directories, database tables, seed files, and MicroStalion control table information is updated with
the required data.

INTERGRAPH MICROSTATION
To 1vork with the CAD package, execute the Ustation startup command from DOS or \Vindows and open
the (building namc)NW.OGN file. As an example, the following window is displayed for complex 'A' at
Kennedy Space Center.
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View I, on the ldl, shows the complete facility including two separate drawings. The white lines :ire the
referenced drawing of the facility, as downloaded from lhe N,\SA DE V,\X co1111)Uler, and cannot he
altered. The network drawing is overlaid on top, and rep resents all of the cable runs, end connectors,
racks, panels, and compu!er hardware. View 2 on the r ight is a zoomed in area of view I, whil:h shows the
cable, end connector and hardware symbols for a room wi!hin !he comJllcx. The line contractor uses this
CAD package to complete the network facility drawing and at !he same time, enter the database
information willl the software package described earlier in this document.
After the database informalion is entered, each section of the network can be linked to an associated
database record. from that point on, double d icking with the mouse on an end conncclor will bring up a
network record, a cable run hrings up a cable record, and a hartlwarc C PU symbol will bring up all
associated hardware records. This unique function allows us lo int<'gratc drawing and database
information, for impro,·ed configuration con lrol of tht' network documentation.
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Ju addition, a template was created that will displa)' the 'CONTROL_ NO' field directly 01110 the drawing
as each text node is linked to its end connector symbol on the drawing. If the 'CONTROL_NO ' field is
updated in the database, we can then automatically update the drawing, by placing a FENCE arou nd the
area to be updated and select 'Load Displayable Attributes to Fence Contents' from the Microstation
Database Palette.
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REFERENCING THE COMPLETED NETWORK DRAWINGS
From the NASA-DE CAD/CAE Vax system
After the network drawing and database Information is complete and imported back to the Master
workstation, ii Is copied to the NASA-DE VAX network directories. This allows NASA to view the the
completed network drawings and data.

From the SPDMS Host System
By ei:portlng the facility/network drawing through the IGES bridge to IBMCAD, from there to GDF
format to the IBM host and finally, through the PUBS conversion to ADMGDF, the drawing can ' be
imported Into a PUBS document. Whert, anyone with an IBM host session can necute 'OPEN FACILITY'
from the command line. This will bring up a Bookmanager indu, where you can select a completed facility
and view It from the host session.

Future Enhancements
Initially, the development of this package Included the Network and cable data, with future expansion to
Include complete network topology, hardware and software records. In addition, we will reinforce t)Je
menu driver, by re-<:onfigurlng the software to use one table for all menus. We are also planning to
upgrade to either the nest release of dBASE for DOS or dBASE for Windows, depending on performance
evaluations, compatibility Issues, and operating system platforms.

Summary
The benefits of this package provide consistent and standardized data, where before there was no single
source for reference and access to documentation was limited. It gives us the ability to view the completed
network drawings across the boundaries of several Independent computer systems. It also, provides us with
accountability and traceability of Installation, as well as, an Improved change request processing support.
Finally, It helps to reduce cost by encouraging the use of existing cabling systems within an integrated
wiring solution.

